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If strong electron-electron interactions between neighboring Fe atoms mediate the Cooper pairing
in iron-pnictide
superconductors, then specific and distinct anisotropic superconducting energy
→
gaps Di ( k) should appear on the different electronic bands i. Here, we introduce intraband
→
Bogoliubov quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI) techniques for determination of D i (k) in
such materials, focusing on lithium iron arsenide (LiFeAs). We identify the three hole-like bands
assigned previously as g,→ a2, and a1 , and we determine the anisotropy, magnitude, and relative
orientations of their D i (k): These measurements will advance quantitative theoretical analysis of the
mechanism of Cooper pairing in iron-based superconductivity.
n typical FeAs-based materials, every second
As atom lies above or below the FeAs layer
(Fig. 1A) so that the crystallographic unit cell,
instead of being a square with an Fe atom at each
corner (Fig. 1A, dashed box), is rotated by 45°
and has an As at each corner (Fig. 1A, solid
box).
→
The corresponding momentum space ( k -space)
Brillouin zone (BZ) then contains five electronic
bands; the hole-like a1, a2, and g bands surround
the G point, and the electron-like b1 and b2 bands
surround the M̃ point (Fig. 1B). The superconductivity derives (1) from a commensurate antiferromagnetic and orthorhombic “parent” state [see

I

supplementary materials (2)]. The highest superconducting critical temperatures (Tc) occur
when the magnetic and structural transitions are
suppressed toward zero temperature. Theories
describing the FeAs superconductivity can be
quite complex (1, 3–9), but they typically contain
two essential ingredients: (i) the predominant superconducting order parameter (OP) symmetry is
sT, that is, it has s-wave symmetry but changes
sign between different bands; and (ii)
the super→
conducting energy gap functions
Di ðk Þ on differ→
ent bands i are anisotropic in k -space, with each
exhibiting distinct 90° rotational (C4) symmetry
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Our experiments thus far do not clearly distinguish between these two interesting scenarios;
they have, however, unveiled a previously unknown route to complex structures such as the
honeycomb and kagome lattices: self-assembly
of magnetic molecules that carry electric dipole
moments (30). The data also indicate that inclusion of a JT-inactive, oxygen-coordinated
transition metal ion (here SbO6) favors spinorbital entanglement over a conventional cooperative static JT-phase transition. An unexpected
outcome is the response to nanoscale disorder.
Rather than forming a glassy state as in typical
geometrically frustrated magnets, the spin-orbital
quantum state in Ba3CuSb2O9 is robust within
linked nanoscale domains. A key question to be
addressed through theory and experiments is
whether a short-range dynamic spin-orbital state
is a property of the bulk decorated honeycomb
lattice or contingent on linked nanoscale structural domains.
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and a specific relationship of gap minima/maxima
relative to the BZ axes. Figure 1C shows a schematic of such a situation for just two electronic bands,
with contours of constant energy (CCE) for their
Bogoliubov quasiparticles shown in Fig. 1D.
Although there is evidence for sT OP symmetry
→
(10, 11), the structure of any anisotropic→ gapsDi ðk Þ
on different bands and their relative k -space orientation is an open question for virtually all ironbased superconductors
(1). However, it is the
→
structure of these Di ðk Þ that is crucial for understanding the pairing interactions. Thermodynamic
→
and transport studies [which cannot reveal Di ðk Þ]
provide good evidence for electronic
anisotropy
→
(1, 12–14). By contrast, almost all k -space angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
studies of these materials, including LiFeAs (15),
1
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→

have reported the Di ðk Þ to be isotropic in the kx/ky
plane (1). Subsequent to our submission, however,
nodeless anisotropic gaps with values spanning the
range 2meV→4meV on the g band and 5meV→
6meVon the a2 band (surrounding G) were reported
in LiFeAs (16, 17). For the electron-like pocket at
M̃, an anisotropic 3meV→4.5meV
gap is also de→
scribed, but the reported k -space positions of gap
maxima/minima appear mutually inconsistent
→
(16, 17). High-resolution determination of Di ðk Þ
should help to more accurately quantify these fundamental characteristics of the superconductivity.
Bogoliubov quasiparticle scattering interference (QPI) imaging is a suitable technique
for
→
high-resolution determination of Di ðk Þ (18–24).
The scattering interference patterns can be visu→
alized in real space (r-space) using spectroscopic
imaging scanning tunneling microscopy (SI-STM)
in which the tip-sample differential tunneling con→
→
ductance dI/dV(r,E) ≡ g(r, E) is measured as a
→
function of location r and electron energy
E. How→
ever, using QPI to determine the Di ðk Þ of ironpnictide superconductors may be problematic
→
because (i) the large field-of-view g( r,E) im→
aging [and equivalent high q-space resolution in

→

→

g( q,E )] necessary to obtain D i ðk Þ is technically
difficult; (ii) complex overlapping QPI patterns
are expected from multiple bands; and (iii) most
iron-pnictide compounds exhibit poor cleavesurface morphology. This latter point can be mitigated by using a material with a charge-neutral
cleave plane (e.g., 11). An iron-pnictide that satisfies this requirement is LiFeAs (25–28), which has
a glide plane between two Li layers [(2), section I].
Bogoliubov QPI can be influenced by a variety of effects in the iron-pnictides (21–24). →To
explore the expected QPI signatures of the Di ðk Þ,
we consider the model two-gap structure in
Fig. 1, C and D. Within one band,
each energy
→
max
:
Dmin
1 ≤ E ≤ D1→ at which D1 ðk Þ→¼ E picks out
eight specific k -space locations k j(E). In a generalization of the “octet” model of QPI in copperbased →superconductors (18–20), scattering between
these k j(E) should produce interference patterns
with the seven characteristic QPI wave vectors
→
→
q 1…. q 7 shown in Fig. 1D. An equivalent set of
QPI wave vectors, but now with different lengths
and orientations,
would be generated by a dif→
ferent D2 ð k Þ on the second band (Fig. 1, C and
D, yellow). Thus, conventional octet analysis could

Fig. 1. (A) Top view of crystal structure in the FeAs plane. Dashed lines
represent the one-Fe unit cell that would exist if all As were coplanar, and
the actual unit cell of dimension a0 ≈ 0.38 nm is shown using solid lines. (B)
Schematic Fermi surface of an iron-based superconductor like LiFeAs in the
tetragonal nonmagnetic Brillouin zone (solid line). The “one-Fe zone” is
shown as a dashed line. The blue, yellow, and red curves show the hole-like
pockets surrounding the G point, and the green curves show electron pockets
∼
surrounding the M point. The gray crosses mark the (T1/2, T1/2)p /a→0 points.
(C) Model system exhibiting two distinct anisotropic energy gaps D i ( k) on two
hole-like bands. (D) CCE of the Bogoliubov quasiparticle→excitation spectrum
for the two bands in (C), each in the same color as its Di ( k). Contours enclose
diminishing areas surrounding the gap minimum in each case. Black arrows
→
→
indicate the octet scattering vectors q1 …:: q7 between the CCE banana tips
(red dots). The red and yellow vectors indicate the high-symmetry directions
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be challenging for a multiband anisotropic superconductor, as many intraband QPI wave vectors
→
coincide near the center of q-space.
To achieve a more robust QPI prediction, we
next consider the joint-density-of-states (JDOS)
approximation for the whole Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectrum (Fig. 1D). In this case, for Dmin
1 ≤
E ≤ Dmax
within a given band (e.g., red band in
1
Fig. 1, C and D), the tips of the “bananas” still
strongly influence QPI because of the enhanced
JDOS for scattering between these locations and
effects inherent to the structure of the coherence
→
factors. Figure 1E shows g[ q,E = (Dmax+Dmin)/2]
simulated by calculating the JDOS for a single
hole-like band (red band of Fig. 1C) [(2), section
II]. Although the JDOS approximation gives an
→
intuitive picture of how g(q,E)
relates to regions
→
of high density of states in k -space, the T-matrix
formalism is needed for a rigorous description
(18–24). In Fig. 1F, we show a T-matrix simula→
tion of g[q,E = (Dmax+Dmin)/2] for equivalent parameters as those in Fig. 1E [(2), section II]. By
comparison of Fig. 1, E and F, we see that the
two types of simulations are virtually indistinguishable and that the expected octet wave vectors

→

→

along which g(|q|,E) should be measured to determine D i (k) for the respective
→
bands separately; see (H). (E and F) Theoretically simulated g[q,E = (Dmax +
min
D )/2)] for a single hole-like band with band- and gap-anisotropy parameters shown in (D), using the JDOS (E) and T-matrix (F) approaches. In
→
q-space, the gray crosses occur at the (T1/2, T1/2)2p /a0 points. The
→
→
arrows show the scattering vectors q1 …::q7 from ∼the octet model in (D).
The red dots indicate the vectors that lie along G M, the direction studied
in (G) and (H). (G) JDOS simulation
of dependence of scattering intensity
∼
→
→
in g(| q|,E), with q parallel to G M for a single hole-like band with gap
anisotropy parameters shown in (C) and (D). Note the curved shapes of
scattering intensity maxima, which we then extract in (H).
(H) Red curves:
→
→
Expected
trajectory of maxima in scattering intensity g(|q|,E) with q parallel
∼
→
to G M for h3. Yellow∼ curves: Expected maxima in scattering intensity g(|q|,E)
→
with q parallel to G X for h2.
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→
tiple C4-symmetric bands of different |q|
radius
can be determined simultaneously by using this
→
multiband QPI approach. Importantly, the Di ðk Þ
are then determined experimentally, not from
comparison to simulation but directly from a
combination of (i) the measured normal-state
band dispersions, (ii) the BZ symmetry, and
(iii) the measured geometrical characteristics
→
of the scattering intensity g(|q|,E)
in a specific
→
|q|-E plane [(2), section III].
We implement this approach using LiFeAs
crystals with Tc ≈ 15 K. Their cleaved surfaces
are atomically flat (Fig. 2A) and exhibit the a0 =
0.38 nm periodicity of either the As or Li layer
[(2), section I]. As the glide plane is between Li
layers we are probably observing a Li-termination
→
layer. We image g(r,E)
with atomic resolution
and with a thermal energy resolution dE ≤ 350 meV
at T = 1.2 K. Figure 2A inset shows the spatially
averaged differential conductance g(E) far from
in-gap impurity states [(2), section V]. The density of electronic states N(E) º g(E) (Fig. 2A,
inset) is in agreement with the N(E) first reported
for LiFeAs (29, 30). It indicates (i) a fully gapped
superconductor because g(E) ~ 0 for |E| < 1 meV,
(ii) a maximum energy gap of ~6 meV, and (iii)
a complex internal
structure to N(E) consistent
→
with strong k -space gap anisotropy.
→
Next, we image g(r,E)
in ~90 nm square fields
of view (FOV) at temperatures between 1.2 K
and 16 K and in the energy range associated with
Cooper pairing [(2), section VI]. The large FOV
→
is required to achieve sufficient q-space
resolu→
tion. Figure 2, B and C, shows a typical g(r,E)
→
and its Fourier transform g(q,E) with E = 7.7 meV,

→
and the inset shows a typical r-space
example of
the interference patterns. Figure 2, C and D, shows
→
representative Fourier transforms g(q,E)
from energies above the maximum superconducting gap
magnitude (E = +7.7 meV, –6.6 meV). The scattering interference signatures for three distinct
→
bands can be detected as closed contours in qspace; we refer to them as h3, h2, and h1 through→
out. The measured |q(E)|
of these bands in Fig. 2E
shows them all to be hole-like. A quantitative comparison of QPI to both ARPES (15–17) and quantum oscillation measurements (31) [(2), section
VII] identifies h1, h2, and h3 with the three holelike bands assigned a1, a2, and g. The QPI signatures of electron-like bands are weak and complex,
→
perhaps because they share the same q-space
regions as the signature of h2, or because of the
stronger kz dispersion of these bands,
or because
→
of weak overlap between high-|k | states and the
localized tip electron wave function; we do not
consider them further here.
→
Figure 3, A and B, shows the g(q,E)
measured within the energy gaps in Fig. 2E. Scattering interference is virtually nonexistent in the
→
q-space
direction parallel to G X˜ for the h3 band
(Fig. 3A, green arrows) and is similarly faint in
a direction parallel to G M̃ for the h2 band (Fig.
3B, green arrows). The disappearance in the superconducting phase of QPI in these two directions is a →result of an anisotropic gap opening at
relevant k -space locations on these bands (see
insets in Fig. 3, A and B), as predicted from both
the T-matrix and JDOS simulations in Fig. 1, E
and F. Figure 3C shows g(q,E), the strongly aniso→
tropic scattering intensity versus angle in q-space
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(overlaid by black arrows) are in excellent agreement (as is true for all Dmin
≤ E ≤ Dmax
1
1 ). The
key QPI→signatures of an anisotropic but nodeless Di ðk Þ are therefore expected to be arcs of
strong scattering centered along the direction of the
gap minima, with regions of minimal scattering
intensity located toward the gap maxima (green
arrows, Fig. 1, E and F).
→
The complexity of the simulated g( q,E)
(Fig. 1, E and F) also reveals the considerable
→
practical challenges if measured g(q,E)
are to
→
be inverted to yield the underlying Di ðk Þ. Therefore, we developed a restricted analysis
scheme
→
that still allows the pertinent Di ðk Þ information
to be easily extracted. Instead of the usual constant
→
energy g(q,E) images, this approach is based
on measuring the maximum scattering intensity
→
in a |q|-E plane along a specific high-symmetry
→
direction—for example, q || G M̃ for the red band
in Fig. 1D. Figure 1G shows a simulation of
→
→
such a |q|-E intensity plot ( q || G M̃ ) revealing
two curved trajectories of maximal scattering
intensity. They are extracted and plotted as red
curves in Fig. 1H [(2), section III]. Such a plot
→
of intensity maxima in a g(|q|,E)
plane along a
high symmetry direction
actually
contains all
→
the information on Dðk Þ for that C4-symmetric
→
band. Another band with a different q-space
radius and whose gap maxima are rotated by
45° to the first (e.g., yellow in Fig. 1D) can be
→
analyzed similarly; a plot of maxima in g(|q|,E)
→
for q || G X˜ (yellow arrow, Fig. 1D) would then
→
yield distinct interference maxima from the Dðk Þ
of that band (yellow curves, Fig. 1H).→ The magnitude and relative orientation of Di ðk Þ on mul-

Fig. 2. (A) An ~35 nm square topographic image of LiFeAs surface, taken
at voltage VB = –20 mV junction resistance RJ = 2 GW, temperature T =
1.2 K. (Inset) Average spectrum over an area without impurities [see (2),
section V]. The maximum gap superconducting coherence peaks and the
zero conductance near EF are clear. (B) Typical differential conductance
→
image g(r,E = 7.7meV) at T = 1.2 K. (Inset) Typical QPI oscillations in
→
→
g( r,E) surrounding an impurity atom. (C) The g(q,E = 7.7meV) that is
→
the power-spectral-density Fourier transform of g(r,E = 7.7meV), from
(B). The high-intensity closed contour is a consequence of scattering in→
terference within a large hole-like band h3. (D) The g(q,E = –6.6meV)
showing the high-intensity closed contours resulting from scattering
→
→
interference from a smaller hole-like band h2, and h1 (inset). These data are measured at T = 1.2 K. (E) The measured energy dependence of the q(E) = 2k (E)
for all three bands in h1 (blue line), h2 (yellow), and h3 (red) along the marked directions. Black dots are measured in the superconducting phase at T = 1.2 K;
gray dots are measured in the normal state at T = 16 K.
www.sciencemag.org
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→
g(q,E)
on the h3 Fermi surface. The g( q,E) data
in Fig. 3, A and B, together with the g(q,E) data
in Fig. 3C, reveal unambiguous QPI signatures
for anisotropic gaps of different orientations on
different bands in LiFeAs.
→
To quantify the Di ðk Þ, we examine the scat→
→
tering intensity in g( q,E) within a | q|-E
plane
defined first by q→ parallel to G M̃ and then by q→

parallel to G X˜ . The locus of maximum intensity
→
→
in the g(|q|,E)
plane with |q|
parallel to the G M̃
direction is extracted [(2), section VIII] and
plotted in Fig. 3D. The evolution of the normalstate h3 band (red in Fig. 2E) is indicated here
by red arrows. The superconducting energy gap
minimum of h3 is seen, along with the curved
trajectories of scattering intensity maxima ex-

→

pected from an anisotropic Dðk Þ (Fig. 1, G and
H) [(2), section VIII]. Similarly, by measuring
→
→
˜ the
g(|q|,E)
in the plane with |q|
parallel to G X,
locus of maximum intensity of the h2 band is
extracted [(2), section VIII] and plotted in Fig.
3E. The energy gap minimum is again obvious
along with the curved scattering intensity max→
ima expected from a different anisotropic Dðk Þ

→

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on May 3, 2012

Fig. 3. (A) g(q,E = 2meV) measured at T = 1.2 K.
The scattering on the h3 band has become highly
anisotropic within its energy
gap range, with vanish∼
ing intensity in the G M direction
(green arrows). The
→
inset shows schematically in k-space how this
is in∼
dicative of a lower energy ∼gap along G M and a
→
higher energy gap along G X. (B) g(q,E = –5 meV)
measured at T = 1.2 K. The scattering on the h2
band has become highly anisotropic within its energy gap range (green
arrows), indicative of a lower
∼
energy
gap along G X and a higher energy gap along
∼
→
G M. (C) A projection of the QPI intensity g ( q, E)
(a three-dimensional data set) →onto the measured
→
normal-state band dispersion e(∼k) = e(q/2). In the
direction of minimal gap ( G M), the intensity is
gapped up to around 2meV ≈∼ Dmin
h3, whereas in the
direction of maximal gap (G X), it is gapped up to
around 3meV ≈ Dmax
h3 . (D) Extracted maximum scat∼
→
→
tering intensity trajectory from g(|q|,E) for q || G X
[(2),
section VIII] containing the information on
→
D( k) for h3. (E) Extracted maximum scattering
in∼
→
→
tensity trajectory from g(|q|,E) for q ||G→X [(2), section
VIII] containing the information on D( k) for h2. Blue:
Gap opening on the h1 band.

Fig. 4. (A) Anisotropic energy gap structure Di
measured using QPI at T = 1.2 K on the three
hole-like bands h3, h2, and h1 (Fig. 2E). These
bands have been labeled g, a1, and a2 before.
Here, the 0.35-meV error bars stem from the thermal resolution of SI-STM at 1.2 K. (B) A threedimensional rendering of the measured (solid dots)
anisotropic energy gap structure D on the three
hole-like bands at T = 1.2 K.
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Magnetic Reconnection in the
Near Venusian Magnetotail
T. L. Zhang,1,2* Q. M. Lu,1 W. Baumjohann,2 C. T. Russell,3 A. Fedorov,4 S. Barabash,5
A. J. Coates,6 A. M. Du,7 J. B. Cao,8 R. Nakamura,2 W. L. Teh,2 R. S. Wang,2 X. K. Dou,1
S. Wang,1 K. H. Glassmeier,9 H. U. Auster,9 M. Balikhin10
Observations with the Venus Express magnetometer and low-energy particle detector revealed
magnetic field and plasma behavior in the near-Venus wake that is symptomatic of magnetic
reconnection, a process that occurs in Earth’s magnetotail but is not expected in the magnetotail of
a nonmagnetized planet such as Venus. On 15 May 2006, the plasma flow in this region was
toward the planet, and the magnetic field component transverse to the flow was reversed. Magnetic
reconnection is a plasma process that changes the topology of the magnetic field and results
in energy exchange between the magnetic field and the plasma. Thus, the energetics of the Venus
magnetotail resembles that of the terrestrial tail, where energy is stored and later released from
the magnetic field to the plasma.
agnetic reconnection is an important
process in many astrophysical plasma
environments, which leads to efficient
and fast conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy of plasma particles. As a result of
the rapid reconfiguration of the magnetic topology, it also transfers mass between different
astrophysical plasma regimes. In particular, reconnection is associated with the formation of
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solar coronal mass ejections (1) and plasmoid
ejections from the magnetotails of Earth, Jupiter,
Saturn, and Mercury (2–5), all of which lead to
substantial plasma loss. Magnetic reconnection
may also be responsible for comet tail disconnection, which releases much of a comet’s plasma tail into space (6, 7). Although understanding
atmospheric loss is a key to establishing the evolutionary history of planets, the role of magnetic
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(see Fig. 1H); the data for the upper branch cannot be obtained because of interference from other
signals (possibly the electron-like band). The QPI
signature of the third band h1 becomes unidentifiable within –6 T 1.5 meV below EF in the superconducting phase, consistent with the opening of
a gap of this magnitude (Figs. 2E and 3E), but we
cannot yet resolve any gap modulations.
The magnitude,
anisotropy, and relative posi→
tion of Di ðk Þ on bands h3, h2, and h1 are then
determined from Fig. 3, D and E, using the previously described procedure [(2), section III]. The
resulting anisotropic superconducting gaps on
bands h3, h2, and h1 of LiFeAs are displayed in
→
Fig. 4, A and B. Although our g(|q|,E)
agree well
with pioneering QPI studies of LiFeAs→ where
common data exist, no studies of Di ðk Þ were
reported therein (30). Moreover, although fielddependent Bogoliubov QPI can reveal OP symmetry (11), these techniques were not applied
here to LiFeAs, and no OP symmetry conclusions
were drawn herein. The anisotropic Di reported
recently in ARPES studies of LiFeAs (16, 17) appear in agreement with our observations for the
h3 (Fig. 1, g) and h2 (Fig. 1, a2) bands. Lastly, our
measurements are quite consistent with deductions
on LiFeAs band structure from quantum oscillation studies (31). Overall, the growing
confidence
→
and concord in the structure of Di ðk Þ for LiFeAs
will advance the quantitative theoretical study of
the mechanism of its Cooper pairing. Moreover,
the multiband anisotropic-gap QPI techniques
in→
troduced here will allow equivalent Di ðk Þ observations in other iron-pnictide superconductors.
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reconnection is still poorly understood because
of the scarcity of in situ observations at planets
other than Earth.
Three mechanisms of atmospheric loss have
been identified at Venus: V × B pick-up processes
(where V is velocity and B is the magnetic field),
J × B acceleration in the plasma sheet (where J
is current density), and the polar wind–type process in the tail boundary layer (8). Recent Venus
Express data (9) reveal escape through the plasma sheet of the magnetotail and the tail boundary
layer. Here, we show that reconnection is another
acceleration mechanism, a situation not expected
in the induced tail of Venus.
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